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About the author

 Labeled mentally Ill from East Orange NJ

Graduated high school wrestled in at a community

college. The father of 8 kids can?t forget about my

two step kids 7 daughters and three boys. Share my

world I hope it touch someone 
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 A snake 

Who am I what are you I can't change me and I don't understand you. Lost in time left in space a
snake is a snake and he can not change his face. I walk amongst you doing whatever I choose I
cheat steal and lie and I get all your attention and all your trust. But I really can't be trusted. Im a
man that can be whoever or whatever I want to be. 
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 Damn 

Pain hurt 78 months I spent in the devil circle. Left out for dead by the ones I loved the most. I could
not make this up if I tried. 78 months looking the devil in his eyes souls cry asking why me why. 78
months Aunty cil and Aunty Savonia Damn all I could do is cry. In my wrongs you forced me to the
rights. And when I left you brought me to what Is right. Special education I was placed in a institution
for my thoughts how's that right. I feel and I hurt how's that's not right I love come on everything will
be all right. Damn fuck my middle name is Philemon a prisoner in the biblical term but I'm far from
the believer of Jesus. As a excellent example I was a little boy like him I guess. Lavonia Stafford first
born let's bring the world a lots of joy and happiness. I went to church every Friday and Sunday don't
tell me the word when I am the word Philemon is my name can't blame my father because we are
one in the same. Damn how my mother gave me such a noble name Anthony Philemon. I'm a prince
and my father is a king I gave birth to a rose. I preach and talk you believe then who's at fault I'm
just trying to figure out where to start. Heart to heart man stop it I'll be at fault. Trusting no one not
even the one's that left me out for dead 78 months. I'm a felon counting all my bills like a felony two
strikes third one out of time so that's my destiny. Alright alright leveling up stop testing me Big
money damn aGod or who ever keep on blessing e
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 The thoughts 

I can't help or stop what comes to mind I can only control my reaction to those thoughts. These
thoughts bring about joy. These thoughts brings tears. These thoughts let you know you are the one
in control. These thoughts cripple your movement. These thoughts make you the best at what you
do. I didn't choose these thoughts they chose me. So times I hate them many times I love them my
gift. It's not for everyone to understand but you have those who do. These thoughts Is my thoughts
and my thought Is no matter how hard it seem how tough it gets no matter where you are your life
,you and your thoughts serve a bigger purpose. Let's these words enter your thoughts 
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 I can?t stop

  

I can't stop and I won't stop even if you asked me. I won't stop and will not stop even if you begged
me. My pain is my fuel  and my fuel is my motivation. Motivation fueled by pain the pain of life and
the joy it brings.  

Believe you me this is not a complaint. Complaining of nothing but greatfull of all that this life has
brought. Thought me raised me spiritual emotional and financially. I can't stop and won't stop so
please don't ask me.  

78 months of growth caged like they would a animal. They tamed the body while the mind did
nothing but grow I won't stop and I can't stop. Life is joy and joy is pain. The thoughts of stopping
fueling the road to success. 
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 Mommy

Dear mother the most beautiful woman In the world. I love you more than life it self because without
you I couldn't be myself.  

to my mother the most strongest person in the world carrying me for 9 months I'm forever in your
debt you taught me.  

You raised me giving me all that I need in life my mother I shouldn't accept nothing less than you in
a wife my mother the Queen of my life.  

My mother the best person in the world  

They say a woman can't raise a man then you don't know my mother. In the biblical world the
woman the greatest of all times. 
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 King Philemon 

I hated my middle name as a child. Philemon. Philemon they made fun of me until I got upset and
got into a fight. Philemon or philema turning into a girl name why did my mother name me this.
Philemon a story of the Bible something I don't believe in Philemon. Philemon is also the middle
name of my father Philemon Philemon the girls now love my middle name. King Philemon is what
you can call me 
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